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Abstract
Over recent years researchers have devoted considerable effort in studying the process of High
Efficiency Deep Grinding (HEDG). However, some of the finding of the authors of this paper
showed that, with large depth of cut, the delivery of coolant over the contact arc between the
wheel and the workpiece becomes very difficult. This work sets to explore low frequency
vibration in grinding in order to improve coolant application at the first stage with the aim to
introduce this into HEDG at latter stage. To achieve this with minimum alterations to the
machine tool, a piezo-driven workpiece holder was developed for surface grinding. This simple
innovative workpiece holder allowed oscillating during actual grinding process. However, this
paper presents the results of low frequency oscillatory grinding in dry and near dry conditions.
The response of the machine tool spindle unit is presented alongside with the workpiece holder
response. In this investigation hardened steels and nickel alloys were ground with vibration
assistance. The grinding forces are illustrated together with the surface finish. The wheel
performance is given in terms of grinding ratio.
Keywords: Resonance, Vibration; Grinding; wheel wear; Forces; Roughness; Nickel; Steel

1. Introduction
Since the 60s and 70s, machining with superimposed vibration has been the in the attention of
researchers and engineers. The outcomes of these investigations were several well known works,
e.g. the theory of vibro-impact mechanisms [1], vibration of nonlinear mechanical systems [2],
vibration cutting [3] and others. Referring to the grinding process, several studies have been
carried out in terms of dynamics of grinding, effective grit pass, contact temperatures, wheel
wear etc; [4], [5]. However, in grinding great efforts are made to minimise or eliminate vibration
[6], [7].
As pointed by Kumabe [3] and others, a controlled application of vibration brings positive
results in grinding. With the advances in material science and electronics, this approach has been
followed up by several researchers in recent years with successful applications. Different
researchers [8], [9] and [10] developed devices that vibrated the workpiece and their results
showed reduction in cutting forces and improved quality of machined surface of silicon wafers
and ceramics.
Effort is generally made in the application of ultrasonic vibration to machining processes, [1119]. However, Zhong and Yang, [9] and Zhong and Rui [10] used frequencies in the range of
100 Hz in their experimental work to grind silicon wafers.
The introduction of High Efficiency Deep Grinding (HEDG) in manufacturing takes the
grinding performance close to traditional machining. In HEDG specific energies may approach 6
J/mm3 . HEDG is mainly carried out with CBN grinding wheels due to their high wear resistance
but using conventional grinding wheels becomes a challenge due to abusive wear and poor
lubrication along the contact arc. Actual temperature measurement in the contact arc in HEDG
showed that, no lubricant reaches the cutting arc. Therefore this work attempts to exploit some of
the positive feature of vibratory machining by superimposing vibration in the grinding process.
The intention is to gain a small disengagement of the grinding wheel to allow the coolant to be
trapped between the wheel and the workpiece. Due to the purpose of this work, this paper looked
into a simplified mechanism to explore if low frequency oscillation could bring positive effects,
which could be exploited in deep grinding. The design leads to a new generation of stacked and
self contained oscillating jigs that could be used in machining of small to medium parts.
Therefore, the mechanism is designed to operate at its resonant frequency (resonance grinding)
which is defined by both the spindle and the jig frequency responses.

2. Machine tool dynamic response
In this study care was taken to avoid running the designed jig at frequencies near to the
machine tool resonance frequencies. To achieve this, the stiffness and the resonance frequency
of the spindle unit were determined experimentally when the machine was idle.
The Abwood Series 5020 surface grinding machine was used in this investigation. This is a
conventional grinding machine which allowed for wheel speeds up to 45 m/s. In order to identify
the natural frequency of the spindle unit, a sweep-sine test was used, where a piezoelectric
actuator excited the spindle, while the frequency was increased. A high resolution displacement
sensor was used to measure the deflection of the spindle at each frequency.
In this test, a piezoelectric actuator was mounted on a steel base and squared to 90 o reference to
the base. Therefore, the piezo-actuator exerted an oscillating force on the spindle only in the
vertical direction through a spherical ball head and there were no lateral movements of the
spindle. The displacement sensor was also secured firmly in a steel frame also squared to 90o.
The axes of the displacement sensor and the actuator were aligned in the vertical direction;
therefore only vertical motion of the spindle was recorded in this test. The actuator was fixed on
a 3-axis dynamometer (Kistler 9257A) to record the exerted force in the vertical direction and it
was noticed that there were no force components in the X and Y directions. A sine wave
generated by a function generator was fed into a power amplifier (PI- E 472.2, amplification up
to 1100 Volts) which drives the piezo-actuator. The output signals from the sensors were
recorded using a data acquisition (DAQ) system.
The response of the system was obtained and Fig. 1a illustrates the amplitude frequency
characteristics of the spindle unit. It is observed that the natural frequency of the spindle unit is
125 Hz with a maximum deflection of 17.4 μm and a second resonance is located at 300 Hz but
with a small deflection of 7 μm.

a
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Fig. 1. Wheel head spindle unit response:
a) amplitude frequency characteristics;
b) dynamic stiffness
An insight into the dynamic characteristics of machine tool was undertaken. A number of
papers have been published on the study of the dynamic characteristics of machine tools such as
milling, drilling etc. Filiz et al, [20] predicted the frequency response of a tool-holder-spindlemachine system using a modelling approach. The deflection of the tool-holder-spindle-machine
system at the tool tip plays a significant role in determining the precision of the machining
process [21, 22]. In order to avoid self-excited chatter vibration of the machine tool, Erturk et al,
[23] developed a model to identify the frequency response function that relates the dynamic
displacement and force at the tool tip.
Referring to the grinding process, several studies have been carried out in the field of grinding
dynamics to determine parameters such as natural frequencies, the effective grit pass, contact
temperatures and wheel wear. Jiang et al, [24] utilized modal experiments to study the dynamic
behaviour of a cylindrical grinding machine by recording vibration signals of the machine with
the intent to avoid those frequencies of vibration during the grinding process.

Kirpitchenko et al, [25] developed a non-linear model to study the dynamic characteristics of
the grinding process, which showed that there is a series of vibration frequencies that affect the
behaviour of the grinding machine.
In the work presented here, the spindle unit was excited over a range of frequencies and the
deflection was recorded. This allowed defining the dynamic stiffness of the machine and its
compliance. From textbooks it can be found that the dynamic stiffness of a system depends not
only on the amplitude but also on the frequency of the excitation force, which in grinding is
mainly the unbalance of the grinding wheel.
In this test, the frequency of the excitation was varied from 50 Hz to 500 Hz. Fig. 1b shows the
results obtained which express dynamic stiffness of the spindle unit as a function of excitation
frequency. It illustrates that at the resonance frequency (125 Hz), the system exhibits the lowest
stiffness. Conversely at this frequency the maximum compliance of the machine is observed.
In addition to the dynamic stiffness the static stiffness of the spindle unit of the grinding
machine was determined. A linear relationship is observed and the average stiffness (k) of the
spindle unit was determined as: k= 15N/μm. Compliance (c) of the spindle unit is defined as the
reciprocal of stiffness: c=1/k=0.06 μm/N.
3. Vibrating jig design
The findings in Fig.1 were used as key parameters to design a relatively simple device to
oscillate a workpiece in the surface grinding process at this first stage of proof of concept. The
purpose is to design and manufacture an oscillating rig that would operate at the frequencies
where the spindle unit of the machine exhibits high dynamic stiffness. The jig itself must be
driven at its resonant frequency. The concept of the oscillating jig was simulated in ANSYS in
order to define the jig physical parameters and to include the limitations imposed by the machine
tool. In designing the jig, four key elements were to be ensured (see Fig.2): the transmission rod
should not buckle under the tangential grinding force; the flat spring should not buckle under the
normal grinding force; the spring must be flexible enough to provide the required amplitude of
displacement and the natural frequency of the jig should not match any frequency of the machine
tool. Iterations between design and ANSYS simulations led to a simple configuration as
illustrated in Fig. 2. The rig consists of two plates (top and bottom) held apart by two flat springs

and a rod to transmit the vibration from the actuator. The top plate carries the workpiece holder
and the workpiece itself. The oscillation is applied to workpiece tangentially to cutting face of
the grinding wheel.

Fig. 2 Simplified experimental rig design for resonant vibration-assisted grinding

A modal analysis of the vibrating jig was carried out making sure that the simulation
parameters and boundary conditions reflected the actual system. The simulation identified three
main modes: 49, 294 and 807 Hz where the later is the buckling of the rod. From a set of results,
the configuration with the resonance at 294 Hz was selected as beyond this value, the springs
were getting too stiff with a risk of getting into the second resonance of the machine tool.
However, for an initial investigation with the aim to prove the concept, these findings were
considered adequate for a rough configuration of the system. The flat springs were made of
gauge steel and the length of connecting rod made of silver steel. Further tests were undertaken
to identify its actual frequency response.
An impact hammer was used to excite the system via an impulse at one end whilst at the other
end an accelerometer attached to the jig was recorded the signal of the impact. The impact signal
was processed in real time using Labview which controlled the data acquisition process. Fig. 3
illustrates the response of the actual jig to impact excitation where it is seen that the natural
frequency is at 275 Hz.

Fig. 3 Jig amplitude-frequency response - Sweep-sine test

The amplitude-frequency characteristic of the jig assembly as illustrated in Fig. 3 was obtained
experimentally. In this experiment, a piezoelectric actuator was used to excite the jig assembly at
a fixed amplitude while the frequency was swept up and down. The deflection of the system at
any frequency was recorded using a displacement sensor which was placed at the other end of
the jig. The impact test and the sweep sine test provided a resonance frequency of 275 Hz.

Therefore, 275 Hz was used as the driving frequency in the real grinding experiments.
Consequently, the jig was driven at its natural frequency, which allowed achieving desirable
displacement with low power input. Also the response of the jig is located as planned in the area
where the machine tool spindle has a high dynamic stiffness. This ensures that the wheel spindle
was not affected or damaged by the applied vibration.

4. Experimental Setup
A series of grinding tests were conducted using the Abwood Series 5025 conventional surface
grinding machine. Fig. 4 illustrates the full system configuration for the grinding tests. The
function generator (7) sets the sine wave, its amplitude and frequency then sends the signal to the
power amplifier (6) which drives the piezo-actuator (1). The piezo-actuator drives the oscillating
jig (3) through the transmission rod (9) which has a preloading mechanism and a load cell (13).
The jig is mounted on the dynamometer (10) connected to the charge amplifier (8) linked to the
data acquisition system (5). The workpiece (11) sits in the workpiece holder which is mounted
on the jig that is driven in translation and vibratory motion under the grinding wheel (12). The

accelerometer (4) feeds the jig acceleration into the closed loop control system (2), which make
sure that the required amplitude is kept constant during the grinding process.

Fig. 4 Full system configuration for grinding tests
1) Piezoelectric Actuator
2) Closed-Loop Control System
3) Two-Spring Vibrating Rig
4) Accelerometer
5) Data Acquisition System- Labview
6) Power Amplifier PI- E 472.2

7) Function Generator
8) Charge Amplifier
9) Connecting Rod
10) Dynamometer Kistler 9257A
11) Workpiece
12) Grinding Wheel
13) Load cell

In this study the effects of wheel speed, work speed and depth of cut on the process performance
were investigated. The results are presented in respective sections below and the following
process parameters were used for the grinding trials:
Grinding Condition:

Dry grinding

Workpiece Material:

BS 534A99 (64.2 HRC)

Grinding Wheel:

89A 60 K 5A V217

Vibration Frequency:

275 Hz

Vibration Amplitude:

15 μm

4. Resonance vibration assisted grinding of hardened steel

4.1 Effect of depth of cut
In this set of experiments, the effect of depth on the process performance was investigated. The
depth of cut varied from 5 to 25 μm as the machine setting and the process parameters were as
follows: wheel Speed- 35 m/s and work speed- 25 mm/s.

a)

b)

c)
Fig. 5 Cutting forces as a function of depth of cut
a)- tangential forces; b)- normal forces; c)- surface roughness
It is observed in Fig. 5 that, the application of low frequency vibration, (at resonance frequency
of the rig - 275 Hz) leads to an improvement in the process efficiency in terms of cutting forces.
At lower depths of cut (5μm and less), the applied vibration has no effect on the process. This
may be due to the contact mechanics in the cutting zone and machine tool stiffness where the

resulting elastic deformations may be in the magnitude of the depth of cut. This leads to wheel
rubbing rather than cutting. However, as the depth of cut increases, the benefit of superimposed
vibration is clear with a progressive decrease in cutting forces. In the context of this work using
this specific machine tool it was not possible to identify how far this reduction in cutting forces
would reach with the increase of depth of cut. With respect to the surface finish illustrated in Fig.
5c, the application of vibration did not bring a noticeable effect with the increase of depth of cut.
However, an improvement of fifteen percent is observed in the normal forces at 25 m depth of
cut.
4.2 Effect of the workspeed
An investigation was undertaken to understand the influence of the work speed on the process.
To achieve this, the full range of the table speed was used so the work speed was varied from 10
to 200 mm/s. The following process parameters were use: wheel speed: 35 m/s and depth of cut:
20 μm

a
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Fig.6 Cutting forces as a function of workspeed:
a)- tangential forces; b)- normal forces; c)- surface roughness

Fig. 6 shows the grinding forces as a function of the work table speed. The grinding forces
increase as expected in both conventional and vibration assisted grinding due to the increased
load on the grits as the work speed increases. This trend is observed for the vibro-grinding where
the superimposed vibration outperformed conventional grinding at high work speeds and
provided cutting forces which are about 15 percent less than conventional at work speed of 200
mm/s (Fig 6a/b). It is seen that at low work speeds, vibratory grinding does not impart any
significant change in the process.
However, at low work speeds this finding seems not to support the initial hypothesis which is
based on the relationship vw < 2πaf [3, 13], where vw is the work speed, (a) the amplitude and (f)
the frequency of the oscillation. This relationship is true for single point cutting e.g. traverse
turning, where it would have held positive effect, because in this experiment for work speed
below 25 mm/s the workpiece disengaged from the wheel. The gap formed between the wheel
and the workpiece, which at times was greater than the protruding part of the cutting grits, is the
expected effect that would allow for better coolant delivery into the cutting contact zone. This
finding has other technical applications which are outside the scope of this work

In Fig. 6c depicting the surface finish, it is seen that at low work speed, the roughness of
ground parts is similar for both methods of grinding. At low work speed, some negligible burn
was observed in some cases of vibro-grinding, which is explained by stalling and excessive
rubbing of the wheel over the finished.

However, as the work speed increases, the

superimposition of vibration showed some minor improvement (exponential decrease of
roughness) over conventional grinding.

4.3 Effect of the wheel speed
The process performance under variable wheel speed was also studied. In this case the wheel
speed varied from 20 to 40 m/s with the work speed set at 25 mm/s and the depth of cut set at 20
μm.

a
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Fig. 7 Cutting forces as a function of wheel speed:
a)- tangential forces; b) - normal forces; c)- surface roughness
Fig. 7 illustrates the effect of wheel speed on the grinding process, where it is observed that
tangential cutting force decreases with increase of wheel speed due to the reduced load on
cutting edges. However, normal forces also decreased with increasing wheel speed but at a rather
lower rate. In both normal and tangential forces, the application of vibration led to fifteen percent
reduction in grinding forces. Fig. 7c shows the surface roughness where the added vibration
brings some relative improvement which stayed invariant across wheel speeds.

4.4 Process efficiency - specific grinding energy

Fig. 8 Specific energies in conventional and vibratory grinding with open and closed loop control

A set of grinding tests were undertaken to quantify the efficiency of the vibratory process in
terms of grinding specific energy. A feedback closed loop control system was used to keep
constant amplitude of the oscillations in the contact zone. For this purpose an accelerometer was
mounted on the jig as illustrated in Fig. 4, and the acceleration was fed into a control system.
This makes a key difference between other vibration assisted grinding methods mentioned in the
review where the amplitude of the oscillation is not controlled.
Fig. 8 shows a sample of specific grinding energies for three sets of grinding trials undertaken
in dry conditions. It is observed that conventional grinding required more energy to remove a
unit volume of material per unit time. Considering that the material of the workpiece was
hardened (64 HRC) BS-534A99 steel, grinding with vibration in open loop performed better
securing specific energies between 19 and 24 J/mm3. During the trials it was noticed that
grinding with vibration in open loop control removed more material in terms of actual depth of
cuts. However, it was also observed that the surface finish was slightly better in closed loop
control. In closed loop, the slight increase in specific energies relative to open loop is due to an

increased rubbing process caused by the controller which tried to keep constant amplitude of
oscillation. This could have caused the grinding wheel to pass several times and rubbing the
same surface. The performance of the open loop or closed loop control in terms of wheel life,
actual depth of cuts and surface finish depends on the combination of wheel, workpiece material
and freed rates.
5. Vibration assisted grinding with minimum quantity lubrication
As this study was carried out without coolant, a near-dry condition was explored using
minimum quantity lubrication (MQL). The workpieces for this set of experiments were made of
a nickel alloy and BS-534A99 steel, which was hardened to 64 HRC. Below is the configuration
of the grinding process.
Grinding Condition:

Near dry with minimum quantity lubricant

Workpiece Material:

BS-534A99 (64.2 HRC) and Nickel Alloy

Grinding Wheel:

33A602HH10VB1

Vibration Frequency:

275 Hz in closed loop control

Vibration Amplitude:

15 μm

Wheel speed

vs=30 m/s

Work speed

vw=200mm/s

Depth of cut applied

10 – 30 μm

Here, wheel speed, work speed and frequency were kept constant, but depth of cut was varied
from 10 to 30 μm. In addition an amplitude of 15 μm was kept constant using a closed loop
control system. The results obtained are presented below in respective sections.
In this study, grinding tests were undertaken in dry condition and MQL conditions with and
without vibration. The MQL system used was a Steidle Lubrimat L50, which was set to provide
only 30 ml of Castrol “Carecut ES1” oil per hour. A standard workshop air line at 0.45 MPa was
connected to the system to drive the oil pump and an impulse generator which timed the delivery
of the oil at required flow rates. Fig. 9 depicts the machine tool configuration for the grinding
test using MQL and vibration.

Fig. 9 Configuration of MQL grinding tests

5.1 Process performance in grinding BS-534A99 hardened steel with MQL
Here the investigation consisted in grinding workpieces in dry condition, with and without
minimum quantity lubricant and vibration assistance.
Fig. 10 illustrates the grinding forces for three sets of experiments in dry and MQL conditions
and with superimposed vibration. It is observed in Fig. 10a that in dry condition the added
oscillation of the workpiece reduced the normal force. However when MQL was applied to the
process an average of 25 to 50 per cent of reduction in normal force was obtained relative to
grinding dry without vibration. This is a good outcome because high normal forces affect the
wheel life. Reduced normal forces are a key advantage in grinding slender parts where increased
normal forces would lead to the deformation of the part. Equally an average of 50 per cent
reduction was observed in tangential force in MQL grinding with superimposed vibration as
shown in Fig. 10b.

a
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c
Fig. 10 Grinding forces as a function of depth of cut in dry and MQL:
a)- normal forces; b)- tangential forces; c)- surface roughness

Fig.10c gives the surface roughness for each grinding condition. Each value provided here is
the statistical average of several roughness measurements. The results show that superimposed
vibration relatively improved the surface finish in all trials but this is not so prominent. As in all
cases presented in this work, the relative improvement of surface roughness is due to the lapping
effect induced into the process. However the application of MQL together with vibration did not
bring any net profit in terms of roughness but it maintained a stable average surface finish
compared to grinding in dry conditions.
5.2 Process performance in grinding Nickel Alloys
An attempt was made to grind nickel alloys, the type and composition of which is not given
here due to data protection. Due to the peculiarity in grinding nickel alloys it was decided not to
run the tests in dry conditions. However the results presented here were obtained in grinding the
nickel samples with the application of MQL at 30 ml/hour and superimposed vibration. This was
done to keep a consistent experimental procedure i.e. near dry (no flood cooling).
It is observed in Fig. 11, that only a marginal reduction in cutting forces was achieved. A
transition is seen after 25 m depth of cut, where grinding without vibration showed apparent
reduced forces. This is because at 30 m and above the wheel did not remove enough material
from the workpiece due to thermal distortion especially in the centre part of the workpiece.
Therefore, the apparent cutting forces (both normal and tangential) were relatively smaller.
Conversely, vibratory grinding avoided the thermal distortion effect and continued removing
material from the part. Consequently it provided a linear increase in cutting forces as expected
beyond 25 m, as illustrated in Fig. 11. This finding shows the benefits of grinding nickel alloy
with superimposed vibration, though the wheel and work speeds were not optimised to grind
nickel alloy.
Fig. 11c depicts the surface roughness of the nickel samples ground with the parameters given
above. It shows that on average the surface finish stayed invariant across the tests in the case of
vibration assisted grinding, except the cuts at 20 m depth. It is to notice that the relatively low
surface roughness in conventional grinding at 30 and 35 m depth of cuts is due to the fact that
there was no actual cutting but a simple spark out process was observed due thermal distortion.
Therefore the spark out reduced the surface roughness otherwise it would be similar to the one

recorded at 25 m. Wheel clogging was not observed at any time during these tests. However a
stalling of workpiece was discovered at low depth of cuts, which was caused by the closed loop
control due to the computational time of the feedback loop.

a

b

c
Fig. 11. Grinding performance for Nickel alloy with MQL and vibration
a)- normal forces; b)- tangential forces; c)- surface roughness

6. Wheel wear and real depth of cut
In this study a wide range of work materials and types of wheel was covered. This included
mild steel, hardened steels of various hardnesses and six types of grinding wheel. The
performance of the wheels in terms of actual material removed and wheel wear showed a clear
benefit in superimposing vibration to the grinding process. Only sample results are presented
here.

a

b

C
d
Fig. 12 Wheel performance: a)- real depth of cut in BS 534A99;
b)- G-Ratio for 454A601L7GV3; c)- standard grit; d)- Altos high aspect ratio grit
Fig. 12a puts side by side the performance of three different wheels in terms of real depth of
cut achieved in vibratory and conventional grinding for identical process parameters and settings.
Here, BS 534A99 (64.2 HRC) was ground in a series of tests using three different wheels and the
depth of cut was set at 10 m. Similar study was done with mild and medium hardened steels. It
is shown here that with the superimposed vibration, the wheel cuts more efficiently, which was
evidenced by a relative increased in cutting forces. In addition the reduced load on individual grit
leads to a reduced deflexion of the spindle unit. This is seems to be a good asset in terms of size
holding and wheel life.

Fig.12b gives the G-ratio of the 454A601L7GV3 grinding wheel in grinding soft mild steel and
the M2 tool steel at 62 HRC. Here an improved performance is observed in terms of wheel life
when vibration was added to process. This was observed across all the tests undertaken in this
study.
A characteristic difference between the wheels used is illustrated in Fig. 12 (c) and (d) where
the cutting grits are depicted. All wheels in this had conventional low aspect ratio grit shown in
Fig. 12c where ratio of the grit length to its diameter is relatively small. The “Altos” is also a
conventional aluminium oxide wheel with a 54 per cent of porosity and was a sample supplied
by Saint Gobain. However, it had high aspect ratio grits characterised by it long grain as shown
in Fig. 12d. This allowed a grit to snap off, exposing new sharp edges of the same grit, making
the wheel more efficient in cutting. However, in mild steel this lead to higher volume of material
removed with subsequent wheel wear.
7. Surface Roughness
To understand the performance of vibro-grinding in terms of surface roughness, a range of
grinding trials were undertaken with several types of wheels and workpiece materials. A depth of
15 m was used to grind a set of workpieces which were measured and the average was used to
plot the graphs.
Fig. 13a shows the dependence of the surface finish on the type of wheel. Here the hardened
steel BS 534A99 was ground with different wheels. It is seen that the superimposed vibration
brought a slight improvement in the quality of the surface finish. However, if surface roughness
is of important as in finishing processes, vibration assisted grinding is worthwhile employing,
considering its low forces, as it secures from 5 to 10 percent of improvement over conventional
grinding depending on the wheel used.
Fig.13b depicts the dependence of finished surface quality on type of workpiece material. In
this set of trials the 454A601L7GV3 grinding wheel was used to grind mild steel and tool steel
with hardness of 62 and 64 HRC. It is observed that in mild steel grinding with vibration
provided 25 percent of improvement in surface roughness. No wheel clogging was observed
regardless of the sticky nature of mild steel. In hardened steels the superimposed oscillation
performed relatively better than conventional grind achieving up 30 percent of improvement in
M2 tool steel.

a

b
Figure 13 Surface roughness: a) for different wheels; b) for different materials

8. Discussion – Conclusion

This study looked at basic machine tool and fixture responses to vibration as fundamentals for
successful application of vibration to grinding where mostly vibration is avoided. This
investigation shows the importance of machine tool response if low frequency vibration were
used as machine tools tend to have low natural frequency and it is critical to avoid running into
resonance with the spindle natural frequency. Knowing the spindle response to external
excitation, a simple proof of concept device was developed to implement resonance grinding.
This initial work has shown that it is possible to considerably affect a grinding process using
this innovative approach yet simple enough to adapt without the need to modify existing machine
tool configuration. Results obtained grinding hardened steels showed an average reduction of
15% of both tangential and normal forces and at one combination of wheel and work speeds the
reduction reached 31%. Equally, resonance grinding secured a better surface finish throughout
this study with an average improvement of more than 10% depending on wheel workpiece
combination.
Vibro-grinding accompanied by MQL also showed a clear advantage over conventional dry
grinding in terms of reduced grinding forces and better surface finish. The relative improvement
in surface finish (lower roughness) is explained by the semi-lapping effect induced by the
superimposed oscillations to the cutting process.
The attempt to grind nickel alloy in near-dry conditions is considered successful with the
superimposed vibration.
Actual material removed and the wheel wear showed that added vibration has an advantage
over conventional grinding.
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